Happy Memorial Day!
MONDAY MAY 27TH, 2019

Summer Starts Here Scavenger Hunt
Pick up your clue sheet and take off to find the answers around the resort. A prize will be waiting for you when you complete the hunt.
Activities Podium | 9:00am - 9:00pm

Courtyard Capades*
Enjoy the summer sun at our outdoor courtyard with assorted games for all to play!
Outdoor Pool Courtyard | 9:00am - 8:00pm

Immersion Cinema Movies
Matinee Movie | 2:00pm: Enjoy a family-friendly matinee movie.
Afternoon Movie | 4:00pm: Enjoy a movie with family this afternoon!
Early Show | 6:00pm: Enjoy an early showing of a movie with family
Late Night Cinema | 8:30pm: A late night movie for the late crowd.

Stars & Stripes Bonfire
Pull on that sweater and step out to our harborside fire pit to enjoy a roaring fire and a sweet treat under the evening sky.
Harbor Patio Pit | 7:30pm - 9:30pm

*Indicates fee based activity
HAPPY MEMORIAL DAY!

Weekend Activities Schedule

FRIDAY, MAY 24TH

**Summer Starts Here Scavenger Hunt:** Pick up a clue sheet and take off to find all of the answers around the resort to receive a prize!
Activities Office | 9:00am - 9:00pm

**Movie Matinee:** *Immersion Cinema* | 2:00pm

**Courtyard Capades***: Enjoy the summer sun at our outdoor pool courtyard with assorted games for all to play.
Outdoor Pool Courtyard | 9:00am - 8:00pm

**Afternoon Movie:** *Immersion Cinema* | 4:00pm

**The Early Show:** *Immersion Cinema* | 6:00pm

**Stars & Stripes Bonfire:** Our West End bonfires with s’mores signal the start of summer here at The Abbey!
South Bonfire Pit | 7:30pm - 9:30pm

**Flick N’ Float:** An indoor poolside movie is a big splash for your viewing enjoyment with glow necklaces for all.
Indoor Pool | 8:15pm

**Late Night Cinema:** *Immersion Cinema* | 8:30pm

SATURDAY, MAY 25TH CONT.

**Summer Starts Here Scavenger Hunt:** Pick up a clue sheet and take off to find all of the answers around the resort to receive a prize!
Activities Office | 9:00am - 9:00pm

**Movie Matinee:** *Immersion Cinema* | 2:00pm

**Courtyard Capades***: Enjoy the summer sun at our outdoor pool courtyard with assorted games for all to play.
Outdoor Pool Courtyard | 9:00am - 8:00pm

**Afternoon Movie:** *Immersion Cinema* | 4:00pm

**The Early Show:** *Immersion Cinema* | 6:00pm

**Stars & Stripes Bonfire:** Our West End bonfires with s’mores signal the start of summer here at The Abbey!
South Bonfire Pit | 7:30pm - 9:30pm

**Late Night Cinema:** *Immersion Cinema* | 8:30pm

SUNDAY, MAY 26TH

**Summer Starts Here Scavenger Hunt:** Pick up a clue sheet and take off to find all of the answers around the resort to receive a prize!
Activities Office | 9:00am - 9:00pm

**Movie Matinee:** *Immersion Cinema* | 2:00pm

**Courtyard Capades***: Enjoy the summer sun at our outdoor pool courtyard with assorted games for all to play.
Outdoor Pool Courtyard | 9:00am - 8:00pm

**Afternoon Movie:** *Immersion Cinema* | 4:00pm

**In Their Honor Melodies:** Patriotic music in honor of those who have served in the military.
The Lobby | 4:00pm - 6:00pm

**The Early Show:** *Immersion Cinema* | 6:00pm

**‘Pour It On’ Ice Cream Floats***: Select your favorite combo of soda and ice cream or sherbet for a tasty evening treat!
Immersion Café | 7:00pm - 9:00pm

**Late Night Cinema:** *Immersion Cinema* | 8:30pm

*Indicates fee based activity